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Open Science aims at transforming science through ICT tools, networks and media, to make research
more open, global, collaborative, creative and closer to society.
Open science is about the way research is carried out, disseminated, deployed and transformed by
digital tools, networks and media. It relies on the combined effects of technological development and
cultural change towards collaboration and openness in research.
Open science makes scientific processes more efficient, transparent and effective by offering new
tools for scientific collaboration, experiments and analysis and by making scientific knowledge more
easily accessible.

The European strategy
The European Commission has launched the "European Cloud Initiative [2] - Building a competitive
data and knowledge economy in Europe" to endorse Open science. It will enable researchers to
process the huge amounts of scientific data generated by research and to share their scientific results
while improving access to knowledge and thus, innovation.
The initiative will bring supercomputing [3] and data sharing to 1.7 million researchers and 70 million
science and technology professionals in Europe through a virtual environment for the storage,
management, analysis and re-use of data linked to their research. The Cloud will work accross borders
and scientific disciplines, allowing researchers to reap the full benefit of data-driven science.
Achieving the objectives of the Digital Single Market Strategy [4]and leading the way towards Open
science requires that efforts on scientific data sharing, HPC and on Cloud are combined and reinforced
through a European Data Infrastructure. This infrastructure will foster the delivery of innovative
services by facilitating the collaboration between scientists and industry (including SMEs) and the
public sector.
The European Cloud initiative complements other policies and funding measures on Open science:
●
●

Policies and supporting infrastructures for Open access to scientific information [5]
Developing e-infrastructures [6] and related policies for support of research and science in European

●

●

●

Commission
Promoting research projects under Horizon 2020 to benefit from Digital Science approaches, and to
contribute to Digital science development where appropriate
Developing Global Systems Science [7] to provide scientific evidence in support of policies and to
assist policy makers and civic society to collectively engage in societal action
ICT & ART [8]

More information
Read more about Open Science in the Concept paper [9].
Other relevant related initiatives, considering the ICT-triggered changes in the invididuals and society
include:
●
●
●

Digital Futures [10]
Onlife Initiative [11]
Collective Awareness Platforms
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Join the Digital4science platform [13] to engage and network with researchers.
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